2010 INTERNSHIP PROGRAM

NOW ACCEPTING APPLICATIONS

PAID SUMMER NEWSROOM INTERNSHIP
37.5 HOURS A WEEK FOR 10 WEEKS ($8.66/HR)

Applications accepted for: reporter, copy editor, page designer, graphic artist, photographer, multimedia production

ELIGIBILITY REQUIREMENTS:
* Must be a college undergraduate or graduate student at time of application
* Priority to applicants with tie to Hawai‘i (residency, schooling, family here)

TO APPLY, SEND IN:

RESUME (include journalism experience, awards, multimedia skills)

COVER LETTER (Emphasize how you could make The Advertiser a better paper. Address letter to Internship Committee. Specify your tie, if any, to Hawai‘i.)

SAMPLE CLIPS
* Reporters/Copy Editors: Six clips, preferably published; include variety. Copy editors should show examples of (before and after) editing/headlines. Xerox on 8.5” by 11” inch paper. Do not send originals.
* Photographers: Up to 20 photos; include variety. Include hard copies and CD (in PhotoShop).
* Page designers/Graphic Artists: Up to 10 samples; include variety. Specify what you did. Include hard copies. PDFs also accepted.
* Online: Printouts, videos, URL addresses. Specify what you did.

3 NONFAMILY REFERENCES
day/night numbers, e-mail

ONE LETTER OF RECOMMENDATION (from someone familiar with your journalism work)

ALSO:
* Send all materials in a manila folder; no binders please. Do not staple clips.
* Send materials separately if applying for multiple positions.
* Portfolios will not be returned.
* All finalists will be interviewed/tested.
* No housing or transportation provided.
* Internship starts in June.

FOR MORE INFO:
E-mail internship@honoluluadvertiser.com or call Intern Coordinator Stanley Lee at (808) 535-2425.

MAIL APPLICATIONS:
Intern Program
Attn: Stanley Lee
The Honolulu Advertiser
P.O. Box 3110
Honolulu, HI 96802

DEADLINE TO APPLY:
For full consideration, must be postmarked by Dec. 31, 2009